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Recovery of the territory factor in an energy scenario based on 
local resources



Outline of the intervention

• Energy and the economic-territory model. 
Evolution of the historical relationship 
between energy and territory

• New scenario based on renewable energy.
• Adaptation and self-sufficiency. New model. 

Territory and net



IdeasIdeas--strength of the paperstrength of the paper
Human activity has disconnected from the territory 
on the basis of energy
Territorial and economic processes are speeding up, 
producing a warming of the system due to energetic 
overfeeding
The need to apply a global view. Temporary horizon 
and global and interdisciplinary vision
Capacity to adapt and participate
The role of the Net
Energy as a new paradigm of order 



Energy and the economic-territory 
model



Concept principles
The history of civilizations is directly linked to the history of energy.

Without urban concentrations it would not have been possible to 
reach today’s population, the planet’s occupation or production.

The expansion of the model of urban organization was possible  
thanks to the availability of fossil energy  

Urban environment – rural environment. These opposites establish 
conflictive fields that are solved just by a great contribution of 
energy: spread out city, access to the well being of rural 
population,… 

I consider that sustainable development achieved its objectives of 
well being and quality of life without reducing territorial capital, in 
its different types: natural capital, built capital, human capital, social 
capital and image capital.
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Invernaderos, Almeria (Spain)



Current urban models and energy

Cities become incredible knots of Communications Networks for 
exchange, trade, absorbing great amounts of energy in order to 
maintain the population, the facilities, the networks and the flows. 

The availability of great amounts of energy allows producing 
material in series, as well as housing and disconnecting homes from 
work, or places of residence and frequent shopping. 

Human population concentrate according to factors which are not 
necessarily linked to territory (the position global Networks of
production and/or merchandise transportation, information, etc…). 
Fossil energy helps to condition the territory, to maintain large 
towns and feed all the transport flows. 



Two references of extreme urban models

New Chinese cities: they have a large concentration of 

population, activities and energy.  The great Asian 

demands show the invariability of the global energetic 

model. 

Spread out cities of the USA. Low density with very 

high energy consumption per unit. They represent the 

World aspiration of well being. The extension of this 

model to the whole planet is completely unfeasible.
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Traditional models of organization 
and use of territories

In traditional models the population, production and 
consumption had a direct relation to local energy resources.

The presence of products made in series is limited to certain 
aspects of consumption. Housing is solved by an individual 
adaptation of each case, by using local wisdom which is 
accumulated with regard to orientation, material, 
organization, etc.. 

The mobility of the basic functions (residence, work, studies, 
everyday leisure…) is limited to movement with means that 
get their energy from the land. 



Solución de poblamiento tradicional en la Sierra de Aracena



Solución de poblamiento tradicional en la Sierra de Aracena



EconomicEconomic--territorial dynamicsterritorial dynamics
Increase of population, income, unitary consumption, motorization 
and mobility and of air-conditioning…

The Anglo-Saxon way of life is expanding throughout the planet 
independently from land conditions (disconnected)

Productive models are implanted with native components 
(disconnected)

When world fossil energy becomes more expensive it is necessary 
to give importance to having an economic structure with the least 
energetic intensity possible

Human activity has disconnected from the land on 
the basis of energy

Processes have sped up and some systems give 
the feeling of  out of control



The limits to growthThe limits to growth
Sustained growth for decades (with some crises in 
between), together with the extension of the territorial 
economic model to new regions of the planet, has caused  
overflow of the capacity of ecosystems and of the great 
planetary metabolism. 

Urbanisation and production models with a high use of 
energy have contributed especially to saturation of the 
planetary system. Inequality grows by the speeding up of 
processes. 

The Rome Club. Limits to growth.

Climate change. Kyoto Agreement.



New scenario based on 
renewable energy
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Regional politics and European politics

The axis of regional plans: renewable energy, saving 
up and efficiency, innovation and network upgrading

Spring Agreement of the Board of European Prime 
Ministers

Countries have problems of energetic dependency with regard 
to areas with oil and gas, as well as coal, and the whole of the
planet has a problem of climate change. 

The capacity of regions to manage their energetic system is 
limited (bonus, electricity and gas network, hydrocarbons, tax 
policy…)



The exhaustion of coal metabolism 
(resources and emissions)

Renewable energy is related to endogenous resources of the land:
water, wind, sun, bio-mass, geothermic resources, etc… of regional 
management.

The conditions and capacity to produce renewable energy are variable 
according to territories, but they are always inferior to the capacity of 
fossil or nuclear sources. 

The territory conditions per units of renewable energy produced are 
much higher than those of fossil energy. The environmental conditions 
are lower.

The amount of renewable energy produced at each time is variable and 
does not adapt to the demand. The resolution of storage is critical 
(management) to improve the usefulness of the generation of 
renewable energy.



Energetic resources in Andalusia, final 
energy and its use. 2005

Final energetic consumption 14.760,7 ktep
Primary energy consumed 19.786,7 ktep

Primary energy from own resources 1.593,2 ktep

100,01.593,2Total

Low65,41.041,4Total renewable energy

High /4,673,6Hydraulic

Low----Termosolar

Low0,11,2Solar fotovolt.

Low1,219,9Solar thermal

Low4,165,6Wind

Low1,220,0Biocarburantes

Low1,219,4Biogás

Middle52,8841,9Biomasa

Renovables

High /34,6551,6Total non renewable

High /24,6392,5Coal

High /10,0159,1Natural GasNon 
Renewable

Degree of use Specific 
weight (%)

Primary 
energy 
contributio
n (ktep)

SourceType of 
Source



Campo de Gibraltar



Adaptation and self-sufficiency



“The trouble with our times is that
the future is not what it used to be” 

Paul Valery



The role of energetic networksThe role of energetic networks

The link between complexity, energetic 
concentration, urban predominance and 
establishment of networks.
A consumption centre connected to the territory has 
a balance between resources and consumption. The 
limit disappears in the net.         
Eg. An isolated home adapts to the environment. A 
home connected to the electric network reproduces 
stages of town consumption



Maximum use of renewable energy is Maximum use of renewable energy is 
not enough to keep today’s modelnot enough to keep today’s model

It is necessary to substantially modify the 
relationship between production and consumption 
on one side, and energy, on the other. 

Territorial organization of residence, of obtaining 
Basic functions, of Exchange has to adapt to a 
new scene, in which the degree of self sufficiency 
of regions is critical.



Energetic planning and Management will 
constitute the new order paradigm in 

assigning scarce resources, in establishing 
paces and solving conflicts. 

The energetic dimension will condition the 
decisions taken on economy, on social 

organization and relationships among all the 
regions in the world. 



In the short term, territory planning, town 
planning, the planning of strategic productive 
sectors have to give importance  to energetic 
factors of endogenous production (basically 

renewable) and especially, to specific conditions of 
climate, topography, the study of soils, 

relationship between uses, etc… in order to adopt 
models of planning, production and building that 

best adapt to minimize consumption.

The principles of adaptation and sufficiency must 
substitute those that rule in the ending stage.



Conclusions 1

Human activity has disconnected from territories on the 
basis of energy

Territorial and economic processes have are speeding 
up, producing a system warming due to energetic 
overfeeding

In order to understand the situation it is necessary to 
apply a global vision, both with regard to the temporary 
horizon and to the relationship among the different 
dimensions of reality. 

The optimal use of renewable energies will not be able to 
keep up today’s economic-territorial model.



Conclusiones 2

In a scenario without fossil energy (or of less quantity) it 
is necessary to revise the economic-territorial model.

The new model has to be based on the principles of 
Capacity of adaptation to the territory and upgrading Self-
sufficiency. 

Consumption centres must ask the network only for what 
they cannot satisfy for themselves and in a proportion 
comparable to their global economic and social 
contribution.

Energy emerges as a new paradigm of order. Implantation 
must intensify the processes of social participation. 



Recovery of the territory factor in an Recovery of the territory factor in an 
energy scenario energy scenario basedbased on local resourceson local resources
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THE END


